Hot sale spare parts for Gerber, Lectra, Bullmer, Yin, FK, IMA, Takatori, Kuris, Investronica,
Eastman, PGM,OROX, etc.
Contact: June
Favorable Group Limited
Mobile/Wechat/Whatsapp: +86 135 566 893 85
Skype: favorable_june
QQ: 2938871757
Email: favorable_june@cutter-part.com
20+ Years experience on manufacturing spare parts for CAD/CAM machine. Plenty stock can ensure
delivery within 24 hours.
1, We also provide maintenance service of Mainboard/Control board, there will be only a few charge
if repair successfully, If the board can't be repaired, we will offer 10%-30% discount for a new one
board.
2, Provide superior replacement parts.
3. Various transfer papers are available.
Gerber Cutter XLC7000/Z7 hot selling spare parts

About Favorable Group Limited:
Favorable Group Limited specialized in the research, development, production, sales and after-sales service
of spare parts and consumables for cutter, plotter and spreader machines.
Also provide free technical support to customers, you can joy one-stop service in Favorable company.
We focus on high quality only, we always trust that only the reliable quality can make our enterprise keep stable
win the market and bring more value to customers.
We have 20+ years’ experience in this filed, we test many materials from different countries, used advanced
machinery and tried many different production process to check the spare parts function and lifetime, the result
is most of our parts quality is much better than original quality, and quality is stable, our spare parts appeal to
many users and get a good reception in global market.
We always can help customers more than what we do, such as help they find reliable supplier, find other goods
they need, analyze the market and suggest related prepare accordingly.
All our sincerity missions makes we are the leader & winner in this field.
"Favorable" is our own brand. Our products are suitable for the auto cutters like Gerber, Lectra, Bullmer,
Yin, FK, IMA, Takatori, Kuris, Investronica, Eastman, PGM,OROX, etc.
(Special note: Our products and our company have no relations with above list companies, just
suitable for these machines).
If you need more parts or details, please feel free to contact me.
Contact: June
Mobile/Wechat/Whatsapp: +86 135 566 893 85
Skype: favorable_june
Email: favorable_june@cutter-part.com

